
A JACOBIAN CRITERION OF SIMPLE POINTS

BY 1VASAYOSHI NAGATA

Previously Zariski [5] gave a Jacobian criterion of simplicity of points of
an algebraic variety, and its generalization to the algebroid case was treated
by Samuel [4]. In the present paper, we shall give a proof of the criterion
of simplicity. Although we shall treat the algebroid case, our proof is also
valid for the algebraic case if formal power series rings are replaced by poly-
nomial rings.

1. Derivations of a ring (cf. [3])
Let o be ring. A derivation D of o is an additive endomorphism of the

total quotient ring L of o which satisfies the following conditions" (1) D(xy)
xDy -b yDx for x, y e L, (2) there exists an element d of o which is not a zero-
divisor such that dDx o for x e o. Here, if d c,an be chosen to be 1, we call
D an integral derivation of o.
A derivation D of o such that Do’ 0, o’ being a subring of o, is called

a derivation over o’; if Do 0, then we say that D is the zero derivation or
the trivial derivation of o, and we denote it by 0.
The set of derivations of o over a subring o is an L-module, which will be

denoted by /o,. Obviously /o, is generated by integral derivations.
Linear dependence of derivations will always mean dependence in this module,
hence over L, equivalently over o. The length of the module /, (as an
L-module) is called the dimension of /o, and is denoted by dim o/o, (the
dimension of o/o, may be infinite).
Let a be an ideal of o and let be the natural homomorphism from o onto

o/a. Let D be a derivation of o. Assume that there exists an element
d e o which is not a zero-divisor modulo a and is such that (i) dD is an integral
derivation of o and (ii) dDa . Then we can define an operator D’ in
o/a to be D’((x)) (dDx)/(d) (x o). D’ can be uniquely extended to
a derivation of o/a (independently of the choice of d). The derivation
obtained in this manner is called the derivation induced in o/a by D.

2. Derivations of a local ring

LEMMA 1. Let o be a local ring with maximal ideal r, ’ a subring of o, and
let fl fr be a set of generators of n. Assume that a subset M of o generates
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The notion of algebroid varieties over an algebraically closed field was introduced

by Chevalley [1]. An algebroid variety can be defined similarly over an arbitrary
field.

Samuel’s argument seems to be valid only if [/:hp] is finite. His treatment of the
general case being too sketchy, we prefer to give a proof based upon other methods.

A ring means a commutative ring with identity.
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a subring or over ’ such that /m o"/(m n or). If D and D’ are derivations
of over ’ such that (1) Dm D’m for all m e M and (2) Df Drf for every
i, then we have D Dr.

Proof. By the definition of derivations, we may assume tha.t D and D
are integral derivations of . If f e is the limit of a convergent sequence
{g}, then Df and Df are the limits of the sequences {Dg} and {D’g} respec-

Drmi+l c m). By our assumption, everytively (because Dm+1 m,
element f of can be expressed as a power series in f, fi with coefficients
in . Therefore Df Drf.

Remar/c. Every derivation of has a unique extension to a derivation of
the completion of . (Possibility of extension can be easily verified, and the
uniqueness follows from Lemma 1.)
Next we consider a special ca.se where is a formal power series ring over

a field. Let lc be a field, let X, X be indeterminates, and let A be the
formal power series ring in X, X. over/C. Then (i) there exists, for
each i 1, n, a derivation D over/c such that DX 1 andDX 0
if i j; the derivation D is called the partial derivation of A and is denoted
by O/OX. (ii) If D is a derivation of/ over a subfield/c’, then there exists
one and only one derivation of A over/d{X, X} which coincides with
D on/; if D is this derivation and if f is an element of the field of quotients
of A, we shall denote by fD the element Drf. Let fl, fr be elements of
the field of quotients of A. (1) The matrix (Of/OXj) (with r rows and n
columns) is called the Jacobian matrix of f, ..., fr and is denoted by
J(f, f). (2) Let/c* be a subfield of/C such that [/" k*] is finite and let
{D, D} be a/c-basis of /.. Then the matrix (Of/OXj, f)t) (with
r rows and n -t- s columns) is called a mixed Jacobian matrix of f, f
with respect to /c* and is denoted by J*(fl,..., f,; D, ..., D,) or by
J*(f,..., f, ;/C*). (Observe that J(f, ..., fi) J*(f, ..., fr ;/C).)
We recall the definition of p-independence. Let K be a field of character-

istic p 0, and let K* be a subfield of K which contains K. We say that
elements z, z of K are p-independent over K* if [K*(z, z)’K*]
p. Now we shall prove the following

LEMMA 2.
ideal of A.
of A over

Let/C* be a subfield of/c such that [/C"/c*] is finite, and let a be an
Then every derivation of A/a over It* is induced by a derivation

Proof. (i) If /c is of characteristic p 0, every derivation of A or of
A/a is a derivation over/, and therefore we may assume that/* contains
l. Let zl, z be p-independent elements of 1 over/C* such that/c =.
k*(z, z,). Let D be the derivation of/c over/c* such that Dz 1
andDz 0 if i j. Let D be an integral derivation of A/a over/*. Set

J*(f, f, /*) is substantially unique, i.e., change of the base of t, corre-
sponds to a linear transformation of columns.
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where x. is the a-residue of X Let u andu Dz and v- D’xj,
be representatives of u and v in A. Set D uD + vjO/OZ.
Then D induces D by Lemma 1. Thus every integral derivation of A/a
over 1* is induced by a derivation of A. Therefore every derivation of A/a
over/* is induced by a derivation of A (over lc*).

(ii) If lc is of characteristic zero, we may assume that
is separable over/c*. Then using only the partial derivations O/OX, we can
prove the assertion in the same way as above.

3. The criterion

LEMMA 3. Let K be a field of characteristic p O, K’ a finite algebraic
extension of K, and let K* be a subfield of K such that [K" K*] is finite. Then
there exists a subfield K** of K* such that [K’K**] is finite and such that
dim K/** dim ,/**.

Proof. We shall prove the assertion by induction on [K"K]. If [K"K]
1, then the assertion is obvious. Assume that K’ K. If a is an element
of K’ which does not belong to K, then, by our induction hypothesis, there
exists a field K** (K** K*, [K*" K**] < oo such that

dim ,K** dim

Now if a is separable over K, then dim /** dim (a)/**, and hence
dim ,/** dim /**. Hence if there exists an element a of K which
does not belong to K and which is separable over K, then our assertion is
proved. Now we treat the case where K’ is purely inseparable over K. Let
aeK’ be such that aK, aeK. Then aK. If aeK(K*), then let
K be a subfield of K* such that [K:K] < oo and such that a K(K). Then
considering K instead of K*, we may assume that a K’(K*). There exists
a field K** (K** K*, [K:K**] < oo such that dim ,/** dim )/**.
Since a e K and a K, a derivation D of K has an extension D" to K(a) if
and only if D(a) O, and when that is so then D’a can be assigned arbitrarily
in K(a). Hence dim (a)/** 1 -t- dim /**. Since a K(K**),
we have dim /** 1 dim /**(a. Hence dim a/**
dim /**, and dim ,/** dim /**, as was asserted.
RemarE. If one K** is given as above, then every subfield of K** with

finite index satisfies the sme condition, as is easily seen from the proof above.

THEOREM. Let A be the formal power series ring in indeterminates X
X, over a field 7, let Furthermore,q be prime ideals of A and set R A.
let {f, fi} be a set of generators of . Then he following holds"

(1) If A/q is separably generated over 1, R/pR is a regular local ring if and
only if rank (J(f,..., f) modulo q) rank

A/q is separably generated over/ if and only if there exists a system of parameters
y, y such that A/q is separable over the formal power series ring k{y, y}.
See [2].
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(2) If l is of characteristic p O, then R/oR is a regular local ring if and
only if there exists a subfield to* of l such that [k"/c*] is finite and such that
rank (J*(fl, fr k*) modulo q) rank .

Proof. (i) We begin with a special case where q. In this case, R/R
is a field (= the residue class field of the local ring R), and hence we have
to show that rank (J(fl, fr) modulo q) rank q in case (1), and that
rank (J*(fi.,..., f; /c*) modulo q) rank q for a suitable lc* such that
[/c:/c*] < oo, in case (2). Let y, ys be a system of parameters of A/q;
here, if A/q is separably generated over/c, then we choose the yi’s so that
A/q is separable over ]c{y, y}.5

(1) Separable case. dim(/)/k is obviously equal to s. Hence the set of
vectors (Dx., Dx,), with D e (/)/k and xi (the q-residue of X), is
a vector space of dimension s over R/qR. Since J(fl, f,.) modulo q is
the matrix of coefficients of linear equations of (Dxi,..., Dx,) by virtue
of Lemma 2, we see that rank (J(f, f, modulo) q) n s rank q.

(2) Assume that lc is of characteristic p 0. We shall make use of the
following variation of Lemma 3:

LEMMA 3*. Let K’ A/q, let K be a field between lclyl, y} and
K’, and let lc* be a subfield of t such that [k" *] < and such that tcp *.
Then there exists a subfield ]** between tc and k* such that [tc" lc**] and
such that dim,/** dim/**, where K** is the field of quotients of
lc** yC, yf }.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.
Apply Lemma 3* in the case where K is the field of quotients of

/ely1, y,}. Let z, z be p-independent elements over ]** such
thut ] ]c**(z,..., z,). Consider the vector space

(Dx. Dx, Dz. Dz,) D e ._,/:**}.

Since dim /:** s + m, dim,/** s -at- m, and therefore the rank of
J*(fi.,...,f,. ;/c**) (n -t- m) (s - m) n s rank q.

(ii) We shall treat now the case where q. Let g., gt be elements
of q such that together with the f they generate q. Then (i) shows that
J(f-, f,., g., gt) or J*(fi., f,., g., gt ;It**) modulo q is
of rank equal to rank q. We shall treat now the second case; the first case
can be regarded as special case where lc l**. Assume first that R/oR is

regular. Then there exists a regular system of parameters Ul,..., Ua,
U,+,’’’,’U of R such that u,..., ugenerate OR. Then

rank (J*(ul ,..., ub It**)modulo q) rank q b,
hence

and
rank (J*(u. ,..., u, ;k**)modulo q) a rank

rank (J*(fl, ..., f ;/c**) modulo q) rank
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Conversely, assume that rank (J*(f, ..., f, /**) modulo q) rank .
We may assume that rank (J*(f,..., f ;/c**) modulo q) rank a.
Assume that c, c are elements of R such that cf e qR. Then
for every integral derivation D of A, D(_, cf)e qR. But D( cf)
f Dc - _, c Df =--- c Df (mod. qR). Since

rank (J*(f, ..., f ;k**) modulo q) a,

we have c e qR for every i. Therefore there exists a regular system of
parameters of R which contains f, f as a subset. Since a rank ,
we have R fR and R/R is a regular local ring. Thus the proof is
completed.
Remark 1. We have also proved that if f, f are elements of pR and

if rank (J*(f, f It**) modulo qR) a rank , then R is generated
by the f, and R/R is a regular local ring. Consequently,

rank (J*(f,...,/r k**) modulo q)

is not greater than rank for any elements f, f of . The same is true
of Jacobian matrices.

Remar/c 2. The choice of /c* in the above theorem is indefinite in some
sense. (i) Let It’ be the subfield of tc generated by the coefficients of the f
over lc". If [/" l] is finite (an assumption which is always satisfied if we
apply our proof to the algebraic case), then one/c* can be chosen as follows"
Let z, z be p-independent elements of /’ over ]" such that /c’

]c(z, z). Let/c* be a maximal subfield of ]c among those containing/c
and over which z, z are p-independent. Then ]c ]c*(z,..., z,),
and this * can be used as the k* in the theorem, because if/c** is a subfield
of/c* such that [It"/c**] is finite, then J*(f, f ;/c**) is obtained by adioin-
ing zero columns to J*(f, fi It*). (ii) In the general case, if we con-
sider mixed Jacobian matrices with infinite columns, that is, if we consider
a base of /, and define mixed Jacobian matrix similarly, then we have the
same result as in our theorem.
Remark 3. As was stated before, our proof can be applied to the algebraic

case. Furthermore, our proof can be applied to another case, which may
be called the analytic case. Namely, let ]c be a field with an Archimedian
or a non-Archimedian valuation v, and let X, X be indeterminates.
Let A be the set of convergent power series (under the valuation v) in X,
X with coefficients in It. Then for this regular local ring A, our proof can
be applied, and we have the same result as in our theorem.
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